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This paper investigates application of nite element method for the lattice boltzmann
method.In addition the traditional lattice bolzmann method is constructured by two step,the
collision and streaming steps.Then we propose the one step LBM computational scheme for a
development of the general purpose LBM which will be based the nite element context.
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????????????one step LBM scheme??
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(3) ???? (Time marching)
a)???? (collision process) ????????






k; ( = 1; 2) (10)
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(4) one step LBM ????
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4. one step direct LBM scheme
one step LBM???????D1Q2???? 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k+1 = [In In] fk+1 = Anfk+1 = AnLfk (20)
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fe = DeF; (e = 1; 2; : : : ;m) (30)
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M  (1  ) (K +H)

Ft (48b)
~Q = (1  )H ~Ft + H ~Ft+t (48c)
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X = 0 ?????? T = 1:0,X = L ??????





(1) one step LBM??????
one step LBM scheme ??????????? (7)
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(2) one step direct LBM??????
one step direct LBM scheme ?????????





















one step LBM scheme & LBM D1Q2
LBM D1Q2
one step LBM scheme
? 7 one step LBM scheme














one step LBM direct scheme & LBM D1Q2
LBM D1Q2
LBM direct ω = 1/4
LBM direct ω = 1/2
LBM direct ω = 11/20
LBM direct ω = 3/4






??????????? (unstructured mesh) ??
????????????????????? 101 ?











Name a xe1 xe100
unstructured mesh 1 1.01 0.587 1.571
unstructured mesh 2 1.02 0.320 2.748



















? 9 FE-LBM structured unstructured mesh
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